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ABOUT THE COURSE

Competence in technical writing holds great importance in the present era.
Technical writing deals with specific knowledge, generally in the sphere of science
and technologr, and may be used in a wide variety of media: journal papers, theses,
project proposals, and other technical documents.LATEX is an extremely powerful
markup language for creating structured documents. It is particularly well suited for
documents containing mathematics, but can be used for any document. Those whose
publications involve a large number of mathematical equations often use LATEX
rather tJlan MS Word or some other word processing package. It is the standard
writing tool for most research in the mathematical, physical and engineering sciences.
Latex provides a facility for pdf output so that it is easy to share your research with
other people who do not have LATEX installed. Remarkably, LATEX is freeware.

LATEX is widely used in academia for the communication and publication of
scientific documents in many fields, including mathematics, statistics, computer
science, engineering, chemistry, physics, economics, quantitative psychologr,
phiiosophy, and political science etc. Latex, which is a high quality typesetting
software, is extensively used for preparing technical and scientific articles. Though
Latex has a learning curve, compared to other word processors, it offers several
benefits such as typesetting journal articles, reports and books with professional
quality, control over large documents that contain sections, figures and tables. LaTeX
a]lows authors to focus on the content of what they are writing and the LaTeX system
will take care of its visual appearance like formatting, layout etc.

This course has been designed to provide a clear understanding of the basics
of technical writing which will enable the participants to communicate their ideas
effectively in the form of technical reports, journal papers etc. using the technical
writing tool LATEX. The course will include sessions of lectures and practical,s, which
will focus on topics like innovative methods for enhancing one,s technical writing
skills, use of technical terminolory for information transfer, satisfying document
specifications like style and format, page layout and organizational structure, and
principles of accuracy and clarity.
Prerequisites

There are no prerequisites for this course, except knowledge of editing text. The



Syllabus
Topic 1: Introduction

This topic introduces the learner to LaTeX, its installation, and different IDEs.
The learner creates the first document using LaTeX, organizes content into sections,

chapters using article and book class of LaTeX, inserting packages, and defining new

commands, etc.

Topic 2: Styling Pages

In this topic, the session starts by reviewing different paper sizes, examines
packages, formats the page by setting margins, customizing header and footer,
changing the page orientation, dividing the document into multiple columns. The

topic ends witl: reading different types of error messages.

Topic 3: Formatting Content

This topic concentrates on formatting text (st5rles, size, alignment), adding
colors to text and entire page, and adding bullets and numbered items. It includes
by explaining the process of writing Math mode and graphics such as Mathematical
Formulas, Exponents and Subscripts, Fractions, Functions, Sums, Integrals, and
Limits, Text in Math Displays, Symbols, Mathematical equations and numbering.

Topic 4: Tables, Arrays and Images

The topic starts by creating basic tables, adding simple and dashed borders,
merging rows and columns, and handling situations where a table exceed.s the size of
a page. The session then continues to create and design arrays, theorem, st5rles,
proofs etc. The sessions conclude with to add an image, explore different properties
like rotate, scale, etc. with Tikz package with caption and labelling.

Topic 5: Referencing and Indexing

In this topic, the learner learns to add cross-referencing (refer to sections, table,
images), add bibliography (references), and create back index.

Topic 6: Presentation using Beamer

Introduction to creating slides, addin
columns, adding different blocks, etc.

frames, dividing the slide into multiple



Objective of the course

To expose the student in emerging technologies in the areas of Documentary

Designing System. Participants will develop a basic understanding of how to make a

documentary or how to work with the designing techniques. This course introduces

fundamental concept of making documentary more suitable and attractive and at the

greatest ease. It will emphasize the learners and researchers to create a professional

quality, typeset publication for their postgraduate project reports, writing scientific

and technical papers. The main objective of this course is to make aware the

participants about LATEX. By the end of the course, the participants will be confident

enough to typeset their documents using LATEX.

Methodology

The lecture sessions will comprise of theory and hands on lab sessions. Course

is organized weekly in 4 sessions with 2 theory sessions and 2lab sessions for 45

lectures. The lab sessions willbe in the form of tutorials and lab assignments.

Attendance to all the sessions is mandatory. The course content, which includes
lecture presentations, problem sheets, help documents, will be given to the
participants in electronic form.

Target Audienee & Expected Outcomes

The Skill Development course is intended for postgraduate students and.

researchers. However, faculty and others can also register in consultation with the
coordinator. The expected outcomes of the this course is to expose the participants
to authoring requirements and tools, realize the advantages of LATEX, to be able to
prepare simple documents, papers, project reports and presentation in LATEX.

Number of Seats: 2O



Assessment

Department conducts ongoing assessments of participant's learning so that we

can continue to improve the curriculum to give the best education possible. The data

collected for this assessment will be selected by the instructor and may come from

homework's, lab assignments or projects. The assessment will focus on the learning

outcomes listed in this course syllabus and this assessment will be collected and

reported anonymously. Data summaries will be reported to the department, to the

Office of Instruction, and posted on the web. The information collected will be used

to make improvements to curriculum and teaching. This assessment is not a
reflection of your grade and is not a grading exercise; it is simply an evaluation of how
well participants are mastering certain skills.

Final exam & Grades

There will be a comprehensive final exam given during the last week of the

course. It will contribute 2Oo/o to your final grade. In order to pass this course you
need to score at least 60 % from your final exam. Your final grade will be calculated

by using the following formula:

Homework 20%

Discussions 10%

Lab Assignments 50%

Final Exam 2Oo/n

The following letter grades will be assigned to you at the end of the course

according to your average:

Grade Average Score

o 90-100

A 70-90

B 50-70

C 40-50

F Below 40
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REGISTRATION FORM

NAME

CLASS/DEPARTMENT

ACADEMIC YEAR

ROLL NUMBER/rD

GENDER

ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE

MOBILE NO.

E-MAIL

I abide by the Rules & Regulations of the skill development course and I will

attend the course for the entire duration.

Signature of Participant

Date: Signature of Co-ordinator
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Revenue

Expenditure

No. of participants Fee's per student (in Rs.) Total Revenue(ln Rs.)

07 1000.00 7,000.00

Particular Amount (ln Rs.)

Remu neration(141 x 250 / -l 3500.00
College & Departmental Share 3000.00
Certificate 2s0.00
Other Expenses 250.00
Total 7000.00
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